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      "...The author offers guidelines and strategies for using nontradition media, with separate chapters devoted to electronic, social, mobile, and transit and out-of-home media....[Blakeman] builds out from traditional media constructs, grafting the new onto the traditional trunk....The text is clear and concise, and the material is well presented with many real-world examples. A transitional text for a transitional time. Summing Up: Recommended."




  
          S.A. Schulman




              


    
      



 


 
      This book provides useful examples in its own 'non-traditional' style.  Good background reading.




  
          Mrs Ayesha Owusu-Barnaby




              


    
      



 


 
      A useful complementary textbook to more standard textbooks in the area of IMC. It needs to be used together with a less specilised textbook, but it does cover the growing areas of new media which are usually short-changed in more traditional textbooks.




  
          Dr Antje Cockrill




              


    
      



 


 
      This is recommended on the reading list to all of my students parttaking in the marketing communications module.




  
          Ms Ann Conway




              


    
      



 


 
      An interesting and good supportive read for marketing communications students




  
          Mr Martin Haley




              


    
      



 


 
      "Nontraditional Media in Marketing and Advertising" provides a very good insight on the use of alternative media for marketing purposes. The author includes accurate and relevant definitions within the marketing area along with actual and catchy examples of marketing and advertising strategies. The exercises at the end of each chapter lead the reader to focus on the essential points and to systematize the acquired information.




  
          Ms Ana Barata
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